
USED RV* QUESTIONNAIRE If relevant, please explain.
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19 Do all locks and windows function properly? 

21 What type**/size hitch does this RV have? TYPE:
SIZE:

*Campers, Pop-Ups, Fifth-Wheels, etc. If it's a Motorhome, fill out vehicle questionnaire as well.

** Gooseneck, Fifth Wheel, Standard, etc.
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Has this RV been in any accidents 
and/or had any major repairs done? 

Has this RV had any damage to the frame?

Does this RV have any leaks/water damage? 
If so, where? Has any repair been done?

Do all of the appliances work (stove, AC, furnace, etc.)? 
If not, which ones are non-working?

Do any of the tires leak air? Are any of the 
tires in poor shape (should be replaced)?

Does this RV have any electrical/power issues?

Are there any issues with the axle(s)/suspension ?

Do all locks/windows function properly? 

Do all doors, drawers, and storage
compartments open/close properly?

Does the interior have any holes, tears, or stains?

Are there any issues with the slideout(s)/pop-outs?

Do the brakes have any issues?
Do they need to be replaced soon?

Are you aware of any recalls for this RV?

Does the interior have any odor (smoke, pet, etc.)?

Does the leveling system work properly?

Do all lights and electrical outlets work properly?

Has this RV been repainted/touched up at all?

Is the frame of the RV significantly rusty?

Are there any other issues with this RV that 
were not covered in the preceding questions?

If I, the consignor of this vehicle, have knowingly (or unknowingly) withheld important 
information from the description of this vehicle, I am aware that it may be refused or 
returned (at the discretion of Albrecht Auction). By signing this questionnaire, I am 
affirming that I have been completely forthcoming in the description of this vehicle, 
and I understand/agree to the consequences of withholding information - namely, that 
I may not be compensated for the vehicle and may be restricted from relisting it.

Signature___________________________________ Date__________________

Was this RV recently winterized?

YES (Y)
NO (N)
or N/A


